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Abstract—Regulating the ISPs to adopt more security measures
has been proposed as an effective method in mitigating the threats
of attacks in the Internet. However, economic incentives of the
ISPs and the network effects of security measures can lead to
an under-investment in their adoption. We study the potential
gains in a network’s social utility when a regulator implements
a monitoring and penalizing mechanism on the outbound threat
activities of autonomous systems (ASes). We then show how freeriding can render regulations futile if the subset of ASes under
the regulator’s authority is smaller than a threshold. Finally, we
show how heterogeneity of the ASes affect the responses of the
ISPs and discuss how the regulator can leverage such information
to improve the overall effectiveness of different security policies.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Security breaches and intrusions into Governmental, financial, and personal computer systems by organized criminals,
nation-states, and hackers, continue to plague the Internet.
Underlying a need for stricter measures in cybersecurity, FCC
Chairman Julius Genachowski warns [1] “The cyberthreat is
growing. If we fail to tackle these challenges, we will pay the
price in the form of diminished safety, lost privacy, lost jobs
and financial vulnerability – billions of dollars potentially lost
to digital criminals.” In the quest of mitigating cyber threats,
ISPs have a strategic role to play as the conductors of network
traffic. The authors in [2] show that the adoption of combined
egress and ingress filtering by only the top 0.2% ISPs (in terms
of their size) may be able to decrease the “total wicked traffic
rate” by more than 40%.
Although technological solutions such as intrusion detection
and prevention system (IDPS), firewalls (using deep-packet
inspection (DPI) functionality), quarantine measures, secure
protocol and encryption, are available for deployment today,
economic challenges and potential free-riding hurt the adoption of security measures. Specifically, adoption of security
measures requires an initial investment as well as recurring
maintenance costs. It can also cause performance degradation
due to false positives and latencies introduced by traffic
monitoring. Moreover, the usefulness of egress filtering is less
appreciated by ASes because the positive externalities that
such security measures create tend to benefit the non-adopters
more than the adopters. Hence, ASes have an incentive to freeride on the externalities generated from security investments
by others. To overcome this problem, regulators can implement
mechanisms such as spam ranking [3], [4] and monitoring of
outbound threat activities in the egress traffic from ASes to

impose penalties. This work provides an analytical framework
that quantifies the benefits of such regulatory mechanisms in
improving the overall network security, and also identifies
scenarios when such regulations may be rendered ineffective.
Related Literature: A considerable amount of previous
research work has focused on the adoption of security measures with game-theoretic models of vaccination games [5], [6]
and security investments [7], epidemic diffusion [8], adoption
of technologies with network externalities [9], and cyberinsurance [10]. The traditional modeling considerations have
been the role of externalities and economic incentives in the
adoption of security measures and prevent virus outbreaks,
primarily through ingress traffic filtering.
But a paradigm shift is now underway with both researchers
and regulators realizing the value of preempting certain types
of security threats (e.g, hacking, botnets, spam) through egress
filtering [11], reputation systems, and the use of bi-directional
firewalls [12]. But selfish behavior on the part of ASes,
coupled with a lack of general understanding of the benefits
from filtering of egress traffic, threaten to undermine any such
effort. Regulators will therefore need mechanisms to monitor
and penalize ASes based on their outbound threat activities.
Accounting for these aspects in economic models for security
adoption and regulatory effectiveness is ever more important
in view of the recent US Government’s CNCI [13] policy of
conducting “real-time inspection and threat-based decisionmaking on network traffic entering or leaving executive branch
networks”. The current work specifically addresses this new
paradigm in (a) creating an analytical framework that models
the ability of such regulatory mechanisms in improving overall
network security, while also (b) identifying scenarios when
such regulations are rendered ineffective.
Contributions: This paper is the first work that analytically addresses the question of the benefits and regulatory
implications of outbound traffic monitoring. The two central
theme considered in this work are:
1) How effective can be a regulatory system based on
monitoring the egress threats in terms of individual AS
security and the social utility?
2) How can the limited (local) authority of a regulator on
a subset of ASes affect a network’s global efficiency in
the face of the free-riding of the unregulated ASes?
Some of the main contributions of our model are as follows:
• In Section III, we analyze the effectiveness of using monitor-
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ing mechanisms (e.g., honeypots) and penalizing (monetarily
or reputation-wise) ASes based on their egress threat levels.
We specifically show that this scheme can improve the social
utility as well as the overall security of the network. Further,
we establish that if the penalties are monetary and the
collected fines are redistributed among ASes, this scheme can
improve even the utilities of each of the individual ASes.
• In Section IV, we investigate an important problem in
implementing security-related regulations: that any regulator
has jurisdiction over only a subset of ASes in the Internet. We
show that if the jurisdiction domain of the regulator is smaller
than a threshold, then the global as well as regional objectives
of the regulations is compromised due to free-riding of ASes
in the unregulated domain.
• Finally, in Section V, we consider the effect of heterogeneity
in ASes’ costs on their adoption decisions and its role on the
regulation policies.
II. M ODELING
In this section, we provide an overview of the model that
we developed in [12]. Our aim is to develop a qualitative
study and identify phenomena that can shape the adoption of
security measures in the Internet at the level of Autonomous
Systems (ASes), and investigate the policies that can influence
it. Accordingly, we make some technical assumptions to keep
the model analytically tractable. This model captures key
attributes of the adoption process of the security measures,
and is simple enough to facilitate analytical investigations.
In our context, the term security measure is general and can
refer to firewalls for egress (outbound) and ingress (inbound)
filtering, Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems (IDPS),
quarantining the bots, using encryption, disallowing certain
types of traffic (e.g., peer-to-peer), adopting a stricter terms
of service that may deter potential attackers, etc. Adopting a
security measure reduces the rate of inbound and outbound
intrusion attempts (potentially differently). We consider a
single monolithic security measure accessible to all ASes.
We consider a continuous-time model with a network of
N inter-connected ASes. Once an AS purchases the security
measure, it may be able to un-adopt it by disabling it in
order to avoid the recurrent costs the security measure (maintenance, false positives, network slowdown, privacy conflicts,
etc.). Subsequent adoptions are performed by (re-)enabling the
security measures, and in particular, do not entail paying its
one-time purchase fee. Hence, for an AS that has obtained
the security measure, the cost of a subsequent adoption only
includes the recurrent usage cost. Therefore, we need a model
that distinguishes between the first adoption and subsequent
re-adoptions. To do this, we introduce three different types of
ASes: (1) ASes that have obtained and enabled the security
measure; (2) ASes that have not obtained it; and (3) ASes that
have obtained the security measure but have disabled it. Note
that obtaining the security measure can be through purchasing
it, or by being seeded for free by either regulators or vendors
in an attempt to influence the equilibrium [12]. We will denote
the fraction of ASes of each type at time t by x(t), y(t) and

TABLE I: Main notations in the model
parameter
x(t)
y(t)
γ
G0 (x)
G1 (x)

G2 (x)
Λ
µ
C0
c
K0
k
r
L
ξ
U(x)
S(x)

definition
Fraction of the ASes at time t that have obtained and
enabled the security measure.
Fraction of the ASes at time t that are yet to obtain it.
Rate at which each AS updates its adoption decision.
Expected utility of a non-adopter AS. G0 (x) includes
intrusion costs only.
Expected utility of an AS that purchases and enables
the security measure. G1 (x) includes (reduced) intrusion costs along with the purchase fee and recurrent
costs of the security measure.
Expected utility of an AS that just enables its security
measure. G2 (x) does not include the purchase fee.
Rate of intrusion attempts on an AS in the absence of
the security measure in the network.
Recovery rate after a successful intrusion.
One-time purchase fee of the security measure.
Per unit time usage cost of the security measure.
Instantaneous cost upon a successful intrusion.
Cost (loss/damage) per unit time of intrusion.
Discount factor of the ASes.
Λ
(K0 (µ + r) + k)
Constant defined as L :=
µr
The penalty imposed on an AS by the regulator for
each detected intrusion originated from its subnet (§III)
Social utility: summation of the utilities of all ASes.
Aggregate security utility: negative of summation of
the intrusion costs over all ASes.

1 − x(t) − y(t), respectively. The adoption state of the network
at time t is hence represented by the pair (x(t), y(t)). Table-I
contains a list of the important notations of the model.
Each AS independently re-evaluates the rate of intrusion
attempts on its subnet and accordingly updates its decision
regarding the adoption of the security measures. These reevaluations occur at epochs of i.i.d. Poisson processes of rate
γ. We assume that a decision of an AS is its best response to
the current measure of the intrusion rates, that is, assuming
the current measure is not going to change. The decision
of an AS is determined by comparing the expected utilities
given each decision. Accordingly, we define three utilities:
G0 (x), G1 (x) and G2 (x): Given the current level of adoption
x, G0 (x) is the expected utility of an AS that does not have
the security measure and it decides to stay unadopted, hence
it only includes the expected costs of future intrusions. The
expectation is taken over the random intrusions over time
while assuming the level of adoption will be fixed at x. G1 (x)
is the expected utility of an AS that does not have the security
measure if it decides to purchase and enable it, hence, G1 (x)
includes the purchase fee and the recurrent costs of security
measure as well as the expected costs of future intrusions
that can bypass the security measure. Finally, G2 (x) is the
expected utility of an AS that already has the security measure
if it decides to enable it. Note that G1 (x) and G2 (x) differ
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only in the purchase fee of the security measure. Specifically,
G2 (x) = G1 (x)+C0 , where C0 denotes the (one-time) purchase
fee of the security measure (also c.f. Table-I).
As we mentioned before, security measures may incur
recurrent usage costs: they need to be routinely maintained
and updated; they can slow down the connection through
latencies introduced by traffic inspection, hence compromising
the quality of service provided by the AS; and last but not
least, security measures have a rate of false positives, that is,
they occasionally block legitimate traffic. Let c be the cost
per unit time of using the security measure incurred by an
adopter AS. For simplicity of exposition, we consider security
breaches that do not propagate in the network. For example, we
will not consider attacks involving self-replicating malicious
codes (known as worms) in this article. Hacking is a typical
example of a non-replicating type of attack. We will refer to
such attacks by the umbrella term of intrusion attempts. When
a host in a subnet of an AS is compromised, the AS incurs an
instantaneous cost of K0 and a per unit cost of k that persists
as long as the host is infiltrated by that specific intruder.
The instantaneous cost may reflect the losses due to exposure
of private information such as credentials (e.g., fingerprints,
voice recognition, passwords), credit card information, or
manipulation of data. On the other hand, the per unit time cost
can represent the accumulation of eavesdropped data such as
keystroke logs, accessing the network at the cost of the victim,
slowdown of the victim’s machine or the AS’s service, etc.
The time it takes to remove an intrusion is according to an
exponential random variable with rate µ. This is the time it
takes for the CSIRT (Computer Security Incident Response
Team) of an AS to detect and block the intrusion. We assume
that the machines are again susceptible to future attacks, since
new attacks are likely to exploit new techniques.
New security breaches can originate from the subnet of any
of the ASes. For now, we assume that ISPs are homogeneous,
that is, they assign the same parameters for costs and have
similar subnet sizes, and that a target of an intrusion is chosen
uniformly randomly from the space of IP addresses. In §V,
we discuss the heterogeneous cases.
Security measures can affect the success of both outbound
(egress) and inbound (ingress) threats. Accordingly, the success probability of an intrusion attempt depends in part on
the status of the AS of the attacker as well as the AS of the
target with regard to the adoption of the security measure.1
Specifically, the highest chance of intrusion success pertains
to the case in which neither of the (origin and the target) ASes
have an active security measure (i.e., both are exposed), while
the lowest likelihood is when both (the origin and the target)
ASes have (obtained and) enabled the security measure (i.e.,
both are protected). Based on the four different conditions for
the adoption status of the ASes of an attacker and its target,
we define intrusion success probabilities π0 , π1 , Π0 and Π1
according to Table-II. Namely, π1 is the success probability of
1 Note that we assume that the routed traffic is not monitored for threats
and the only traffic monitoring for threats occur at border (edge) ASes.

TABLE II: Success probabilities of an intrusion attempt
Target (destination) AS
Protected Not Protected
Originating AS

Protected
Not Protected

π1
π0

Π1
Π0

an intrusion if the AS of the intruder’s origin as well as the
AS of the target user have active security measures in place,
π0 is the success probability of an intrusion if only the target
user’s AS has adopted the security measure, and so forth.
Without loss of generality, we take Π0 = 1, however, we
continue to use the notation Π0 in our formulation for presentational purposes. Based on the sensible meaning of a security
measure, as a mechanism to deter successful intrusions, we
have the following natural inequalities:
0 ≤ π1 ≤ min{π0 , Π1 } ≤ max{π0 , Π1 } ≤ Π0 = 1.

(1)

The inequalities just state that the success probability of an
intrusion that has to bypass the security measures of both
the AS of its own subnet and that of the target node is the
smallest (π1 ). The next probability in order, is the smaller of
π0 , Π1 , depending on which protection is stronger: ingress or
egress, respectively. The highest probability of success (Π0 ) is
pertinent to the case in which the intrusion is not confronted
with any security measure in either of the ASes.
A successful intrusion has to bypass the security measure of
its own AS, and the security measure of the AS of the target
machine, when both ASes are adoptees. For a security measure
whose mechanism of intrusion detection and prevention is
only signature-based, rule-based, or blacklisting, if both ASes
have access to the same signature, rules or list databases, then
π1 = min{π0 , Π1 }, that is, if an intrusion can successfully
bypass one of the security measures, it will be able to bypass
the other one as well. We will refer to this case as the mutually
inclusive scenario. However, it could be that they have access
to different databases, hence it is likely that π1 < π0 . Also,
anomaly detection mechanisms are in essence probabilistic and
they have a false negative chance. The past traffic history of the
two ASes differ, hence the blocking events of the two security
measures may not be exactly mutually inclusive. In case the
intrusion prevention outcomes of the security measures are
mutually independent, for Π0 = 1, we have π1 = π0 Π1 . A
unifying model that captures both of the above scenarios at the
two ends of a spectrum and as special cases is the following:
π1 = π0 Π1 + α(min{π0 , Π1 } − π0 Π1 ), for an α ∈ [0, 1] (2)
Note that the mutually inclusive and mutually independent
cases are retrieved for α = 1 and 0 respectively.
Definition. We call the security measures that follow the
structural equation of (2) “non-cooperative”.2
For the rest of the paper, we consider “non-cooperative”
security measures as defined above.
2 For

cooperative schemes, e.g. [14], it is possible that π1 be less than π0 Π1 .
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Let Λ represent the rate of intrusion attempts on an AS
in the absence of any security measure in the network. The
rate of successful intrusion attempts on an AS that does not
have an enabled security measure is Λ(xΠ1 + (1 − x)Π0 ).
This is because x fraction of the intrusion attempts have to
successfully bypass the security measure of their own AS,
hence their success probability is Π1 , and the rest of the
intrusion attempts, i.e., (1−x) fraction of them, are confronted
with no security measure and hence, their success probability
is Π0 . Similarly, the rate of successful intrusion attempts on an
AS that has an enabled security measure is Λ(xπ1 +(1−x)π0 ).
These are the two rates that each AS can readily measure,
then calculate its conditional utilities and accordingly make
an adoption decision. Note specifically that the ASes need not
observe the values of x or Λ directly.
The utility of an AS is a decreasing function of the costs of
future intrusions to its subnet as well as the costs of security
investments (if any). For ease of calculation, we assume the
ASes are risk-neutral [15]. Hence, we can directly take the
negative of the costs incurred by an AS to be its utility.
Based on the model described above, as is detailed in [12],
given the current adoption level x, the expected utility of a
non-adopting AS (i.e., G0 (x)) and the (net) expected utility of
the ASes that purchases and enables the security measure (i.e.,
G1 (x)) are analytically derived as follows:
G0 (x) = −L (Π0 − x(Π0 − Π1 ))
c
G1 (x) = −C0 − − L (π0 − x(π0 − π1 )) ,
r

(3)

Λ
where L := µr
(K0 (µ + r) + k) (also in Table I).
A straightforward yet important property of the expected
utilities is that all of them are increasing in the level of
adoption. Hence, positive externalities exist for adopters and
non-adopters alike:

Lemma 1. (A) For any x ∈ [0, 1] we have: ∂ G∂0x(x) , ∂ G∂1x(x) ,
∂ G2 (x)
∂ x ≥ 0. The equality holds only if Π1 = Π0 .
(B) When Π1 < Π0 , ∂∂x (G1 (x) − G0 (x)) < 0 at any x ∈ [0, 1].
Part (B) of the lemma states that even though both adopter
and non-adopters experience positive externalities of the security measures adopted by others, the non-adopters benefit
more. This is what creates the problem of free-riding.
III. R EGULATION THROUGH M ONITORING & P UNISHMENT
Despite the huge potential of abating outbound threats in
order to improve the general security of the Internet [2], [11],
ASes are generally reluctant to make such investments. One
mechanism to provide the necessary incentives for ASes to
invest in such protections is through a monitory scheme: the
regulator can set up traps to trace the threats and penalize the
ASes where the attacks originate from. These penalties can
either be monetary, and/or as [3], [4] suggest, the reputation
damage of the ASes as a result of public announcement of its
“pollution” ranking and the loss of business as a result of that.
Tracing malicious activities can be done using honeypots.
A honeypot is a trap for unauthorized or malicious access: it

consists of a network site that appears to be part of a network,
but is actually isolated, and can log and trace the intrusions
(ref. e.g., [16]). Honeypots have been used in research to
investigate the attacks in the Internet, and on a smaller scale,
by organizations in their internal networks as a means to
elevate their overall state of security [17].
Let the penalty for each trapped intrusion originating from
the subnet of an AS be denoted by ξ . Further, let Λ0 be the rate
of intrusion attempts to the honeypot from an unprotected AS.
Λ0 is related to the intrusion attempts on an AS as follows:
Λ0 = Λβ /N where Λ was the rate of intrusion attempts on
each AS from all ASes (hence the division by N) if they were
all unprotected, and β is the relative size of the honeypot
compared to a subnet of an AS. Then an AS that does
(does not) adopt the security measure is charged a rate of
Λ0 ξ Π1 (Λξ Π0 ) over time by the regulator, respectively. This
is because the honeypot is (intentionally) unprotected, hence,
the rate of successful intrusions to the honeypot is discounted
by Π1 and Π0 for AS with and without the security measure,
respectively (ref. Table-II). The contingent utilities of ASes
will therefore change from (3) to the following:
G0 (x, ξ ) = −L (Π0 − x(Π0 − Π1 )) − Λ0 ξ Π0 /r
c
G1 (x, ξ ) = −C0 − − L (π0 − x(π0 − π1 )) − Λ0 ξ Π1 /r.
r
By definition, an equilibrium is the (asymptotic) level of
adoption that will stay unchanged over time. To indicate the
dependence on ξ , we will designate the equilibrium as x∗ (ξ ).
Following this notation, the equilibrium point in the absence of
the honeypot is written as x∗ (0). For brevity, we will represent
Gi (x∗ (ξ ), ξ ) by Gi (x∗ (ξ )) for i = 0, 1. The new equilibrium
point x∗ (ξ ) satisfies: G0 (x, ξ ) = G1 (x, ξ ). Noting G0 (x, ξ ) =
G0 (x, 0) − Λ0 ξ Π0 /r and G1 (x, ξ ) = G1 (x, 0) − Λ0 ξ Π1 /r, we
have: G0 (x∗ (ξ ), 0) − G1 (x∗ (ξ ), 0) = Λ0 ξ (Π0 − Π1 )/r. This,
along with Lemma 1-A, yield the following:
Proposition 2. For Π1 < Π0 and x∗ < 1, dx∗ (ξ )/ dξ > 0.3
In words, the introduction of the “monitoring & punishment” regulation increases the fraction of ASes that adopt
the security measure, and raising the penalty increases the
level of adoption. In what follows, we investigate some less
straightforward questions: how does the introduction of the
monitoring and penalties affect the social utility and the
individual utilities of the ASes? The social utility is defined
as the summation of the utilities of all of the ASes and we
will represent it by U. Since the utilities of both adopters
and non-adopters are increasing in the level of adoption, the
answer is non-trivial. It is not difficult to show that if the
collected penalties are not included in the social utility, then
the introduction of the monitoring system decreases the social
utility. If, in contrast, the penalties are monetary and the
collected fines are considered in the social utility, we have:
U/N =x∗ (G1 (x∗ , 0) − Λ0 ξ Π1 /r) + (1 − x∗ )(G0 (x∗ , 0) − Λ0 ξ Π0 /r)
+ x∗ Λ0 ξ Π1 /r + (1 − x∗ )Λ0 ξ Π0 /r
∗
=x G1 (x∗ , 0) + (1 − x∗ )G0 (x∗ , 0)

where x∗ (ξ ) is replaced with x∗ for brevity. Now, note
3 Note that if x∗ (ξ ) = 1 for an ξ , then increasing ξ further does not affect
x∗ and yields no benefit.
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Fig. 1: Illustration of the analytical results of §III. (a): the
equilibrium adoption level (x∗ ) increases as the penalty for
outbound threats of ASes (ξ ) is raised. (b): the social utility of
the ASes (that includes the collected penalties) also increases
as ξ is increased from 0 (note that x∗ remains less than one).

that for Π1 < Π0 , following Proposition 3, we have
x∗ (ξ ) > x∗ (0) for ξ > 0, and hence from Lemma 1-A, we
have: G1 (x∗ (ξ ), 0), G0 (x∗ (ξ ), 0) > G0 (x∗ (0)) = G1 (x∗ (0)) =
U(x∗ (0))/N. This leads to the following:
Proposition 3. When Π1 < Π0 and x∗ < 1, then U(x∗ (ξ )) >
U(x∗ (0)) for ξ > 0.
The proposition testifies that the introduction of the “monitoring & punishment” scheme not only increases the adoption
level of the security measure (and hence improves the security
of the network), but also increases the social utility of the
ASes if the collected fines are considered part of the social
utility. The inclusion of the (monetary) penalties in the social
utility can be implemented by reinvestment in infrastructure
that (equally) benefits all ASes, or just directly redistributing
the funds among the ASes. In such cases, a question can be
whether the utility of the individual ASes increases as well.
Denoting x∗ (ξ ) by x∗ , the utility of an adopter is computed
as:
G1 (x∗ ) =G1 (x∗ , 0) − Λ0 ξ Π1 /r + Λ0 ξ (x∗ Π1 + (1 − x∗ )Π0 )/r
=G1 (x∗ , 0) + Λ0 ξ (1 − x∗ )(Π0 − Π1 )/r.
The second term in the last expression is nonnegative.
Also from Proposition 2 and Lemma 1-B, if Π1 < Π0 and
x∗ (0) < 1, then we have G1 (x∗ (ξ ), 0) > G1 (x∗ (0)), and hence,
G1 (x∗ (ξ )) > G1 (x∗ (0)) for ξ > 0. Note that following the definition of x∗ (ξ ), we have: G0 (x∗ (ξ )) = G1 (x∗ (ξ )) (including
for ξ = 0). Therefore, the same conclusion applies to the nonadopters, and we have the following result:

1
z

x

(Fraction of regulated
ASes that adopted
security measures)

(Fraction of
unregulated
ASes with
security
measures)

Region A

Region B

Fig. 2: Schematics of the setting in §IV. The regulator has
jurisdiction only over ASes in Region A.

investigate the impact of partial regulation, i.e., what happens
when the authority domain of a regulator is restricted to only a
subset of the ASes in the network. Specifically, we show how
this can lead to “free-riding” of the ASes in the unregulated
region, which in turn can compromise the efficacy of the
regulation and, in some cases, even undercut the objective of
the regulation.
Suppose that the regulator has jurisdiction over a fraction
f of the ASes. We refer to the subset of the ASes under the
regulator’s authority as Region A (with size f ), and the rest of
the ASes as Region B (with size 1 − f ). Region A can be one
country or a confederation of countries. Let x represent the
fraction of the ASes that (belong to Region B and) choose to
adopt the security measure based on their selfish preference.
Figure 2 depicts a schematic representation of the setting. In
general, the regulator can also enforce a different protection on
outgoing traffic compared to the ASes in Region B. To model
this, we use the following four new notations: Π1A , Π1B , π1A
and π1B . Similar to the model in §III, Π1A is the success rate of
intrusions that originate from a protected AS in Region A and
the destination’s AS is unprotected, and π1A is the success rate
of intrusions that originate from a protected AS in Region A
and the target’s AS is protected. Π1B and π1B are defined in
identical manner by replacing Region A with Region B. More
protection against outgoing threats translates to lower values
of Π1A and Π1B . Similar inequalities as in (1) hold:
0 ≤ π1A ≤ min{π0 , Π1A },

0 ≤ π1B ≤ min{π0 , Π1B }.

(4)

Proposition 4. If Π1 < Π0 and x∗ (0) < 1, then for ξ > 0 we
have G0 (x∗ (ξ )) > G0 (x∗ (0)) and G1 (x∗ (ξ )) > G1 (x∗ (0)).

Also, as in the previous section, we consider “noncooperative” security measures, that is, we have (c.f. (2)):

In words, adopter and non-adopter ASes of the security
measure are both individually better-off (i.e., yield higher
individual utilities) with the introduction of the “monitoring
& punishment” scheme and the redistribution of the penalties.

π1A = π0 Π1A + α(min{π0 , Π1A } − π0 Π1A ), for an α ∈ [0, 1], (5)

IV. R EGIONALLY R ESTRICTED J URISDICTION
A problem with regulating the ASes is that no entity has
full jurisdiction over the entire Internet. In this section, we

and likewise for π1B . As before, this in turn implies:
(Π0 − Π1A ) − (π0 − π1A ) ≥ 0,

(Π0 − Π1B ) − (π0 − π1B ) ≥ 0. (6)

We first investigate the case in which the regulator mandates
that a z fraction of the total ASes (z ≤ f ) adopt the security
measure. Next, we consider the scenario in which the regulator
imposes the level of egress filtering for Region A ASes.
Finally, we explore the “monitoring & punishment” scheme
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from §III in which only ASes in Region A are subject to the
penalties of the regulator.

as Ut = N(x∗ + z)G1 + N(1 − x∗ − z)G0 . When z < z < z̄, we
have G0 (x∗ , z) = G1 (x∗ , z), hence:

A. Mandating ASes to Adopt
We denote the utility of an AS that does not/does adopt the
security measure by G0 (x, z)/G1 (x, z), respectively. Please note
the dependence on both x and z. Also note that this utility is
the same irrespective of whether the AS belongs to Region A
or B. G0 (x, z) and G1 (x, z) are computed as follows:

Ut /N = (x∗ + z)G0 + (1 − x∗ − z)G0 = G0 = G1 .

G0 (x, z) = − L (zΠ1A + xΠ1B + (1 − x − z)Π0 )
(7)
G1 (x, z) = − L (zπ1A + xπ1B + (1 − x − z)π0 ) −C0 − c/r
Let z̄ represent the minimum of 1 and the solution of
G0 (0, z) = G1 (0, z) for z. Intuitively, z̄ is the adoption level
of ASes under regulation (Region A) for which none of the
unregulated ASes (Region B) will adopt the security measure
and will all free-ride. Also, define z as the maximum of zero
and the solution of G0 (1 − f , z) = G1 (1 − f , z) for z. The
interpretation of z is that for adoption levels of regulated
ASes below z, all of the unregulated ASes adopt the security
measure and none will free-ride. For values of z in [z, z̄], the
equilibrium fraction of ASes that choose to adopt the security
measure, i.e., x∗ , satisfies G0 (x∗ , z) = G1 (x∗ , z). Note that if
z > z̄, then x∗ = 0 and we can have G0 (x∗ , z) > G1 (x∗ , z), and
for z < z, x∗ = (1 − f ) and we can have G0 (x∗ , z) < G1 (x∗ , z).
We will use x∗ (z) to refer to the equilibrium level of adoption
of Region B ASes to indicate its dependence on z. The first
evident result is the “free-riding” of the Region B ASes:
dx∗
< 0 as long as z < z < z̄.
dz
In words, if more ASes are mandated to adopt the security
measure in Region A, then less ASes in Region B will end up
adopting theirs. The proof follows.
Proof: For z < z < z̄, we have: G0 (x∗ , z) = G1 (x∗ , z).
Taking the derivative of this equation with respect to z yields:
Proposition 5. If Π1A < Π0 , then

∂ G0 (x∗ , z) dx∗ ∂ G0 (x∗ , z) ∂ G1 (x∗ , z) dx∗ ∂ G1 (x∗ , z)
×
+
=
×
+
∂ x∗
dz
∂z
∂ x∗
dz
∂z
∂
∗ , z) − ∂ G (x∗ , z)
G
(x
dx∗
0
1
∂z
⇔
= − ∂∂ z
.
∗ , z) − ∂ G (x∗ , z)
dz
G
(x
∗
0
∂x
∂ x∗ 1
Replacing from (7) yields:
(Π0 − Π1A ) − (π0 − π1A )
dx∗
=−
.
dz
(Π0 − Π1B ) − (π0 − π1B )

(8)

The proposition now follows from inequalities (6). When z >
z̄,4 x∗ remains at zero. Likewise when z < z, x∗ stays at 1− f .
The above proposition suggests that when z < z̄, the “beneficial” effects of increasing the fraction of the ASes under
the regulator’s jurisdiction may be compromised by the freeriding of the ASes in the unregulated region. In what follows,
we formally investigate this effect taking into account different
metrics of assessment.
We will refer to the sum of the utilities of all of the ASes
(in both regions) as the total social utility and we will denote
it by Ut . If the total number of ASes is N, then Ut is computed
4 Note

that z > z̄ implies requiring f > z̄ as well.

We can now investigate the effect of changing z on Ut :
d
d
d
∂ G0 (x∗ , z) ∂ G0 (x∗ , z) ∂ x∗
×
Ut /N = G0 = G1 =
+
dz
dz
dz
∂z
∂ x∗
∂z
dx∗
= L (Π0 − Π1A ) − L (Π0 − Π1B ) ×
dz
Replacing from (8) and simplifying, we obtain:
d
(Π0 − Π1B )(π0 − π1A ) − (Π0 − Π1A )(π0 − π1B )
Ut = NL
.
dz
(Π0 − Π1B ) − (π0 − π1B )

(9)

It is straightforward to verify that the RHS of the above
equation simplifies to zero after replacing from (5). Hence,
we have the following:
dUt
dG0
dG1
=
=
= 0 for z < z < z̄.
dz
dz
dz
An important consequence of this observation is that for
mandating to be effective (in the sense of improving the social
utility of the network), the regulator must have jurisdiction
over a large enough subset of the ASes, specifically, we must
have f ≥ z̄. When z < z, Ut increases with z. When z > z̄,
then: Ut = −NzL(π1A + π0 (1 − z)) − Nz(C0 + c/r) − N(1 −
z)L(zΠ1A −(1 −z)Π0 ), that is maximized at some point z1 ≥ z̄.
Another measure of interest can be the security of the overall network. For a measure of the overall security, we define
St to be the aggregate costs of the ASes due to intrusions. (c.f.
Table I). Note the difference between St and Ut : unlike Ut , St
does not involve the costs of adopting the security measure.
Specifically, we have: St = N(x∗ + z)(G1 +C0 + c/r) + N(1 −
x∗ − z)(G0 ). When z < z < z̄, we have G0 (x∗ , z) = G1 (x∗ , z).
Therefore, for z < z < z̄, St = NG0 +N(x∗ +z)(C0 +c/r). When
z < z < z̄, from Proposition 6, we have Ut /N = G0 = G1
and dUt /dz = 0. Hence, for such cases, we have: dSt /dz =
N(C0 + c/r)(dx∗ /dz + 1). Replacing from (8) and simplifying,
we obtain:
dSt
(Π1A − Π1B ) − (π1A − π1B )
= N(C0 + c/r)
dz
(Π0 − Π1B ) − (π0 − π1B )
Proposition 6.

Replacing from (5), the resulting expression for dSt /dz is
Π1A − Π1B
simplified to N(C0 + c/r)
. Hence, we have the
Π0 − Π1B
following proposition:
dSt
) = sgn (Π1A − Π1B ) for z < z < z̄.
dz
A peculiar corollary of the above proposition is that when
Π1A < Π1B , that is when the security measure in Region A
provides more protection on outgoing traffic than the security
measure in Region B, the overall security of the network goes
down by mandating more ASes in Region A to adopt, unless
the mandated fraction of ASes in above z̄.
The regulator may only be interested in the social utility
or the security of the regulated region, i.e., Region A. Next,
we investigate the effect of regulation on these two metrics.
Similar to Ut , we define the regional social utility to be
Proposition 7. sgn(
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Proposition 9. dx∗ /dΠ1A > 0 for z < z < z̄.

(b)

The proof is straightforward and omitted for brevity.
How does this free-riding of the unregulated ASes affect
the social utility and the total security of the network? Recall
that for z < z < z̄, we have: G0 (x∗ , z) = G1 (x∗ , z), and hence:
Ut /N = G0 (x∗ , z) = G1 (x∗ , z). Therefore:
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UA/N
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t
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(c)

0.3

0.4

0

0.1

should be provided against outbound threats by each AS (the
amount of egress filtering). Here, we will investigate the effect
of having local jurisdiction on this regulation.
Increasing the amount of egress filtering by the ASes
in Region A translates to reducing the value of Π1A . An
immediate result is the free-riding of the ASes in Region B,
i.e., the reduction of adoption level in the unregulated region:

0.2

0.3

0.4

z

1 dUt
∂ G0
∂ G0 ∂ x ∗
=
+ ∗ ·
=
N dΠ1A
∂ Π1A ∂ x ∂ Π1A

(d)

Fig. 3: Illustration of the analytical results in §IV-A (the dotted
line denotes z̄). (a)-as more regulated ASes are mandated to
adopt the security measure, less unregulated ASes will end
up adopting (Proposition 5). (b),(c)- when z < z̄,the individual
utilities of the ASes as well as the total social utility does
not change az more regulated ASes are mandated to adopt
(Proposition 6), and the total security can in fact go down
(Proposition 7). (d) the local utility is not affected by mandating more regulated ASes to adopt, however, the regional
security in the regulated region improves (Proposition 8).

the sum of the utilities of the ASes in one region. Hence,
the social utility of Region A, denoted by UA , is computed
as UA = N( f − z)G0 (x∗ , z) + NzG1 (x∗ , z). For z < z < z̄, we
have G0 (x∗ , z) = G1 (x∗ z). Therefore, for z < z < z̄, UA =
N f G0 (x∗ , z). The following proposition is hence a direct
consequence of Proposition 6:
Proposition 8. dUA /dz = 0 for z < z < z̄.
In words, increasing the adopters in Region A, does not
improve the regional utility either as long as there are ASes
in Region B to free-ride. We can also define the regional
security utility to be the aggregate costs incurred by the ASes
of a region as a result of successful intrusions. The social
utility of Region A, denoted by SA , is hence computed as
SA = N( f − z)G0 (x∗ , z) + Nz(G1 (x∗ , z) + C0 + c/r), which for
z < z < z̄ is equal to N f G0 (x∗ , z) + Nz(C0 + c/r). Hence,
dSA
following Proposition 6,
= N(C0 +c/r) > 0 (this is in fact
dz
true for any z). That is, despite the potential free-riding of the
unregulated ASes, the regional security can be improved by
mandating more ASes to adopt security measures. This is one
silver lining for regulation among the plethora of the negative
results thus far.
B. Protection Against Outbound Threats
Another way in which the regulator can try to influence the
security of the network is to determine how much protection

=z

∂ G0 ∂ G1
∂ x∗ ∂ Π1A
∂ G0
∂ x∗

− ∂∂Gx∗1 ∂∂ΠG0

1A

− ∂∂Gx∗1

(Π0 − Π1B ) ∂∂Ππ1A − (π0 − π1B )
1A

(Π0 − Π1B ) − (π0 − π1B )

For “non-cooperative” security measures, the RHS simplifies
to zero. Hence, for such cases and for z < z < z̄, we have
dUt
= 0. It is now curious to see the impact on the overall
dΠ1A
security. For z < z < z̄:
1 dSt
dG0
d
dx∗
=
+ (C0 + c/r)
(z + x∗ ) =
N dΠ1A
dΠ1A
dΠ1A
dΠ1A
Hence from Proposition 9, we obtain the interesting result of
dSt
dΠ1A > 0 for z < z < z̄. Note that increasing Π1A translates
to reducing the filtering of outbound traffic. This means that
regulating the ASes in Region A to increase their egress traffic
filtering does not improve the social utility, and in fact hurts the
overall security of the network, as a result of the “free-riding”
of the ASes in Region B. As in the previous subsection, one
may argue that the metrics of interest for a regulator may only
concern Region A. For the regional social utility of Region A,
for z < z < z̄, we have:
1 dUA
dG0
=f
=0
N dΠ1A
dΠ1A
and for the regional security utility of Region A:
1 dSA
dG0
dz
=f
+ (C0 + c/r)
=0
N dΠ1A
dΠ1A
dΠ1A
Hence, when the regulator has authority only on a limited
subset of the ASes (less than z̄ of them), then due to the freeriding of the rest of the ASes, neither the social utility nor
the security of even the ASes in its authority region can be
improved by enforcing more outbound protection.
C. Regionally Restricted Regulation Through Monitoring
In the previous section, we proposed using honeypots and
fining ASes as a means of regulation. However, as with the
previous two regulatory mechanisms, it is more likely the case
that only a restricted subset of ASes fall under the jurisdiction
of the regulator. Here, we investigate this restriction on the
efficacy of this policy and make interesting observations.
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Here, ASes of both regions are free in their adoption decision. It is just that the ASes in Region A, unlike the rest of the
ASes, are subject to charges (monetary or otherwise). Hence,
the contingent utilities of the ASes in the two regions will
be different. We will use superscripts A and B to indicate the
regions. Suppose that initially the system is at equilibrium and
the “monitoring & punishment” scheme is introduced postequilibrium. Let the equilibrium pair before the introduction of
the monitoring scheme be (x∗ (0), z∗ (0)) and consider the cases
of z < z∗ (0) < z̄. At this point we have: GA0 (x∗ (0), z∗ (0)) =
GB0 (x∗ (0), z∗ (0)) = GA1 (x∗ (0), z∗ (0)) = GA1 (x∗ (0), z∗ (0)). We investigate what happens as the penalty fee is increased from
zero. The contingent utilities of the two regions are related
as follows: GA0 (x, z) = GB0 (x, z) − Λ0 ξ Π0 /r and GA1 (x, z) =
GB1 (x, z) − Λ0 ξ Π1A /r. Since GA0 is now less than GA1 , more
ASes in Region A start to obtain and activate the security
measure. This creates a free-riding opportunity for the ASes
in Region B. However, note that the ASes in Region B that
have already obtained the security measure will disable it
only if the utility of not having the security measure enabled,
i.e., GB0 , grows larger than the utility of keeping the (already
obtained) security measure enabled, i.e., GB2 . Therefore, increasing the penalty fee keeps increasing the value of z∗ (ξ )
without changing x∗ (ξ ) until the penalty fee is raised to ξ0 for
which GB0 (x∗ (0), z∗ (ξ0 )) = GB2 (x∗ (0), z∗ (ξ0 )). We can compute
ξ0 as follows:
GB0 (x∗ (0), z∗ (ξ0 )) = GB2 (x∗ (0), z∗ (ξ0 )) ⇔
A ∗
∗
G0 (x (0), z (ξ0 )) + Λ0 ξ0 Π0 /r = GA1 (x∗ (0), z∗ (ξ0 )) +C + Λ0 ξ0 Π1A /r
⇒ ξ0 =

C
Λ0 (Π0 − Π1A )/r

What happens if the penalty is increased above ξ0 ? An equilibrium (z∗ , x∗ ), if exists, needs to jointly satisfy the following:
GB0 (x∗ , z∗ ) = GB2 (x∗ , z∗ ) GA0 (x∗ , z∗ ) = GB1 (x∗ , z∗ )
⇔ GA0 (x∗ , z∗ ) + Λ0 ξ Π0 /r = GA1 (x∗ , z∗ ) +C + Λ0 ξ Π1A /r
Λ0 ξ Π0 /r = C + Λ0 ξ Π1A /r
However, for any ξ > ξ0 , the last equality is a contradiction.
Hence, there is no equilibrium. What happens is that once the
penalty fee is raised above ξ0 , all of the ASes in Region B
will end up disabling their security measures. Hence ξ0 can
be thought of as a “watershed” threshold: before ξ0 there is
no free-riding and after ξ0 all ASes of Region B will free-ride.
V. H ETEROGENEOUS AUTONOMOUS S YSTEMS
A property that we have been assuming so far is that all
ASes are homogeneous in their characteristics, i.e., they share
the same parameters such as: the perceived costs per intrusion,
size of the subnet, discount factor (their shortsightedness),
recovery rate and the fraction of attackers in their subnets.
In what follows, we show how our model can be generalized
to incorporate the heterogeneity in such parameters. To avoid
undue clutter and attain basic insights, we look at each
parameter separately, i.e., we successively assume that except
for the parameter under scrutiny, the rest of the parameters are
similar among ASes.
In order to relate the heterogeneity of the ASes to their
decisions, as is the convention, we define θ ∈ R+ to be the
type of an AS. The type of an AS, θ , determines the parameter
value of the AS (e.g., its perceived costs of intrusion), which in

turn influences its adoption decisions. Let F(θ ) represent the
fraction of ASes that have types less than or equal to θ . Also,
let F c (θ ) represent the tail distribution (exceedance) of θ , i.e.,
F c (θ ) = 1 − F(θ ). We assume no specific distribution for θ .
Note that here, by “distribution”, we refer to the empirical (i.e.,
sample) distribution of the types. For simplicity of analysis,
we consider F(·) to be a continuous function of θ . Without
loss of generality, we assume that the realized value of the
heterogeneous parameter is linearly related to the type. The
generality is preserved because a new type can be defined that
has a linear relationship and its distribution can be computed
from the distribution of the original type. We define x(θ ) :
)
[θmin , θmax ] → [0, 1] such that x(θ ) dF(θ
dθ is the density function
of the
R ASes that posses and enable the security measure. That
is, ab xθ dF(θ ) is the fraction of the total ASes whose type
is between a and b and that have adopted and enabled the
security measure. Similarly, we let y(θ ) : [θmin , θmax ] → [0, 1]
be such that y(θ )dF(θ )/dθ is the density function of the ASes
that do not have the security measure. Let X represent the total
fraction of the ASes that have adopted and enabled the security
measure. Following the definition of x(θ ), we have:
Z θmax

X=

x(θ ) dF(θ ).

(10)

θmin

The first point to note is that by replacing x in the homogeneous case by X as given above, the results for the homogeneous case can be generalized to the heterogeneous cases
as well. In what follows, we briefly present the model that
incorporates heterogeneity in the assigned costs per intrusion.
Treatment of heterogeneity in sizes of the subnets, discount
factors, recovery rates, and the “pollution” level of the ASes
follow in a similar manner, and, are relegated to our technical
report [18] due to lack of space.
Heterogeneity in the (Perceived) Costs of Intrusion (K0 , k):
Not all ASes “care” similarly about intrusions. For instance,
ASes serving military, financial or other business customers
may be far more concerned about intrusions than ASes that
serve residential customers. Hence, heterogeneity in the cost
of intrusions is a better reflection of reality.
For simplicity, we assume that both K and k0 depend
similarly on the type: K0 = Kθ and k = κθ , where K and
κ are two constants, and 0 ≤ θmin ≤ θ ≤ θmax . Here, we only
examine the case of C0 = 0 and leave the case of C0 > 0
to our technical report [18]. There we also discuss how the
regulator can leverage information on heterogeneity to improve
the effectiveness of the regulations.
Case of No Purchase Fee (C0 = 0): In this case, there
is no difference between enabling and buying as all of the
ASes have access to a “free” copy of the security measure
(C0 = 0). Hence, the only decision they (independently, and at
independent epochs) make is to whether enable or disable the
security measure. With X given by (10), we have:
G0 (θ , x(·)) = −Lθ (Π0 − X(Π0 − Π1 ))
c
G1 (θ , x(·)) = G2 (θ , x(·)) = − − Lθ (π0 − X(π0 − π1 ))
r
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Λ
(K(µ + r) + κ). A point to notice here is
where L was µr
that ∂ G0 /∂ θ < ∂ G1 /∂ θ < 0, and the explicit relation to
θ is linear. Hence, for a given value of X, there exists a
unique θ̂ ∈ [θmin , θmax ] such that G1 (θ , X) > G0 (θ , X) for
θ ∈ (θmin , θ̂ ), and G1 (θ , X) > G0 (θ , X) for θ ∈ (θ̂ , θmax ). Let
X ∗ denote an equilibrium value of X. By definition, at an
equilibrium, no ASes of any type has a strictly preferable
option to switch to. Hence, at an equilibrium, we have:
(
x∗ (θ ) = 1 θ : G1 (θ , X ∗ ) > G0 (θ , X ∗ )
(11)
x∗ (θ ) = 0 θ : G1 (θ , X ∗ ) < G0 (θ , X ∗ )

Let θ ∗ denote the type of the ASes that at equilibrium are
indifferent with respect to enabling or disabling of the security
measure. Combining (10) and (11) yields:
X ∗ = F c (θ ∗ )

(12)

θ∗

From (11), (12), the value of
(and hence the value of X ∗ )
is computed by solving the following equation:
− Lθ ∗ (Π0 − F c (θ ∗ )(Π0 − Π1 )) =
c
− − Lθ ∗ (π0 − F c (θ ∗ )(π0 − π1 )) (13)
r
In what follows we show that a valid θ ∗ is unique, i.e., there
is at most one θ ∗ that satisfies the above equation for a given
distribution F(θ ). Note that x∗ (·) is completely determined
once θ ∗ is computed, and therefore, the uniqueness of θ ∗
implies the uniqueness of x∗ (·) as well.
Let ψ be the LHS of (13) minus its RHS. Then:
1 ∂ψ
= −θ ∗ − (Π0 − π0 ) − F c (θ ∗ ) ((Π0 − Π1 ) − (π0 − π1 ))
L ∂θ∗
Note that θ ∗ is non-negative, and following (2) we have:
((Π0 − Π1 ) − (π0 − π1 )) ≥ 0. Hence, ∂ ψ/∂ θ ∗ < 0. This establishes that there is at most one θ ∗ for which ψ = 0, since
ψ as a continuous and strictly decreasing function of θ ∗ can
have at most one zero-crossing point.
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VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we have developed an economic model to
study the effectiveness of regulatory mechanisms that monitor
outbound AS-level threat activities and issue penalties based
on the origin of threats to improve the security of the Internet.
We showed that if the fees collected from penalties are
reinvested or redistributed, then both the social utility as well
as the individual utilities of each of the ASes can improve,
in addition to improving the security of the overall network.
Next, we considered the fact that regulators often have local
jurisdiction over only a strict subset of the network. We
showed that if the fraction of ASes under the regulator’s
jurisdiction is smaller than a certain threshold, then free-riding
of the unregulated ASes can undermine the objectives of the
regulatory policy. Such policy implications can be critical in

determining how Government or private organizations should
approach the issue of grouping their ASes that fall under the
purview of different regulatory bodies. To the best of our
knowledge this is the first analytical work that studies the
above regulatory issues in the context of egress filtering and
bidirectional traffic monitoring.
In this simple qualitative analysis, we did not consider
the fact that some ASes are subsets of others. Also, the
threats that we modeled were limited to intrusion attempts
and not epidemic malware or DDoS attacks. Moreover, the
investment decision of the ASes were simplified to the set
of obtaining/activating/disabling of a monolithic product, as
opposed to a continuum of investments and services. We aim
to address these generalizations in our future research. This
work can potentially stimulate further research in this area
and attract regulator’s and ISPs’ attention to provide hard to
obtain data for further studies and guidelines.
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